Balancing complexity with hard reality

Professor Clark and colleagues present a very insightful take on “research into complex healthcare interventions” by comparing the current state-of-the-art to the sport of football and underscoring what the former can learn from the latter. Unfortunately, they start out with the idealistic proposition of having to choose between Lionel Messi and Alex Clark, “an amateur from the University of Alberta, Canada” in forming one’s team.

Granted that Silver Arrows FC would prefer Mr. Messi over Mr. Clark, the fact of the matter is the choice is not between the two men but rather between Mr. Clark and others in his price range – and if we accept that the a football player’s skills are reflected in his market value – and stature. As such hard reality qualifies the choice set that one faces.

That we ask rather simplistic questions and simplify things does not necessarily mean that we are ignoring complexity inherent in health and health care but reflects the way we deal with reality. This is especially true in the area of health economics with its propensity to work on models of real life and which proceeds on assumptions that are simplistic if not fail to capture reality.

To be sure, we can do better in terms of the questions we pose, the methods we employ in investigating answers as well as translate them to solutions to vexing problems. The nature of the beast that is (professional) football, should not be missed, however, if we are to truly learn from it. Given that institutions matter in both football and health care, given the choice between Lionel Messi and Wayne Rooney?
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Far from undermining the contribution of “learning” from football and apologizing for how healthcare research is currently being done,

While it is true that research into complex healthcare interventions still focuses on easily described components of interventions and risks overlooking what really matters